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Abstract. Social scientists have shown that up to 50% of the comments
posted to a news article have no relation to its journalistic content. In this
study we propose a classification algorithm to categorize user comments
posted to a news article based on their alignment to its content. The
alignment seeks to match user comments to an article based on similar-
ity of content, entities in discussion, and topics. We propose a BERTAC,
BERT-based approach that learns jointly article-comment embeddings
and infers the relevance class of comments. We introduce an ordinal clas-
sification loss that penalizes the difference between the predicted and true
labels. We conduct a thorough study to show influence of the proposed
loss on the learning process. The results on five representative news out-
lets show that our approach can learn the comment class with up to
36% average accuracy improvement comparing to the baselines, and up
to 25% comparing to the BA-BC. BA-BC is our approach that consists
of two models aimed to capture dis-jointly the formal language of news
articles and the informal language of comments. We also conduct a user
study to evaluate human labeling performance to understand the diffi-
culty of the classification task. The user agreement on comment-article
alignment is “moderate” per Krippendorff’s alpha score, which suggests
that the classification task is difficult.

Keywords: text mining · text classification · online news · news com-
ments · relevancy · understanding user-generated text

1 Introduction

The study of user comments is essential for social scientists, policymakers, and
journalists since virtual discussions offer an insight into the public opinion. In
2020, people shifted more toward online discussions due to COVID-19. Many
survey-based studies tried to understand the users’ behavior by characterizing
and categorizing comments in online news [6, 10, 22, 28]. A salient outcome of
these studies is that 20% to 50% of users’ comments are irrelevant to the con-
tent or topic of those articles since users drift from the original topic to irrelevant
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sub-discussions [15]. Our goal in this work is to understand commenting behav-
ior, more precisely, to automatically identify the subset of comments, from the
set of comments an article receives, that are pertinent to the content of the
article. The challenge is multi-fold: e.g., comments tend to be terse, colloquial,
often nonliterary, containing grammatical errors, misspellings, and punctuation
misuse. Our premise is that users are inclined to write comments that diverge
from the article topic to different extents, especially in lengthier discussions.
This noise in the data affects downstream applications such as opinion mining.

Previous studies tried to remove the noise among comments by studying toxic
comments [13, 31], topic drifting [1, 34], and understanding the quality of online
news comments [3, 27, 32]. From NLP perspective, this problem is a supervised
classification task to separate relevant from irrelevant comments.

In this paper, we introduce the Article-Comment Alignment Problem (ACAP).
We aim to define a set of article-comment relevance classes and propose a
methodology to classify article-comments pairs automatically. ACAP is a chal-
lenging task, for example, consider the article “This is going to happen in the
United States: Donald Trump calls for surveillance of Muslims and advocates
waterboarding terror suspects after Brussels attack” 1 from Daily Mail and the
comment “It’s not Europe anymore. It’s Eurabia. This should not be a news
story anymore.” Two human annotators rate the comment as Irrelevant, while
the third annotator rates it as Same Category. The third annotator’s label is the
most appropriate, but choosing that category requires background knowledge
on the political circumstances in Europe in 2016. In solving ACAP, we hypoth-
esize the following: 1) It is possible to capture the extent of a connection and
semantics between an article and its comments using globally pre-trained mod-
els, fine-tuned with local data. 2) Considering the natural order of labels during
training will boost the algorithm learning process.

We test our hypotheses in the following practical scenarios: (1) limiting
amount of labeled article-comment pairs (1K per dataset), (2) bounding the
number of tokens from each document (article or comment), and (3) concomi-
tantly working with formal text, in the form of news articles, and informal text,
in the form of comments. The pairs are extracted from five online news outlets:
Wall Street Journal (WSJ), Fox News (FN), Daily Mail (DM), The Guardian
(TG), and Market Watch (MW). This work makes the following contributions:
1) We introduce the Article-Comment Alignment Problem (ACAP) and analyze
the hardness of ACAP using an agreement study on the classification of human
annotators. 2) We propose BERTAC, which jointly learns embedding represen-
tations for articles and their comments, to solve ACAP. We also propose BA-BC,
which consists of two models on trained on articles and the other on comments,
which attempts to capture the difference in language style between them, for-
mal versus informal. We compare it to several approaches, including BA-BC,
and show its superior performance. 3) We develop a novel ordinal classification
loss for BERTAC that penalizes the difference between the predicted and true
labels. The proposed loss exhibits similar performance to the original loss in

1 Full article: https://dailym.ai/2Qz7RG9
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terms of accuracy, however, it boosts the model performance when trained on
high agreement examples. 4) We conduct extensive empirical studies on articles
and comments from 5 representative news outlets.

2 RELATED WORK

User comments are a powerful means to understand public opinion and reac-
tion to emerging events. Many organizations invest in mining user comments
to improve their decision making. News outlets and social platforms are recom-
mending most relevant user posts to keep the attention of busy readers [28].
Many studies focus on mining the user opinion from social media [9, 23, 24] and
online news comments [21, 30]. Other works look into bias in the news, and its
influence on user-generated content [25]. The main challenge in those studies is
the unpredictable quality of user-generated content.

To solve this problem, a line of research focuses on comment drifting [1, 34]
by utilizing the temporal nature of comments. The older an article is, the more
commentators it has, and the probability of exposure to topic drift is higher [3].
This phenomenon influences the quality of comments and their relevance.

Another line of work [8, 20, 26] investigates which part of an article a comment
aligns with using statistical models, while other [32] use hand-crafted structural,
lexical, syntactic, discourse, and relevance features as an input to the logistic re-
gression. Even though their F1 score is in the range of 70−80% and their analysis
measures correlation of the attributes with the label, hand-crafting features for
each problem is difficult and time-consuming.

The work most related to ours attempts to automatically classify paragraph-
comment agreement [3]. They labeled the data based on Likert scale categories
[29], which is criticized for introducing bias. For instance, a number of works
show that user responses are significantly affected by the order and direction of
the rating scale [12, 33].

Instead, we propose to use transformer pre-trained language approach [7, 14].
We also create a new ordinal classification loss. As shown in the experimental
study, our approach performs significantly better than the baselines on ACAP.
We work with three annotators. Their labels give us support data to study
the difficulty of the problem. We show that the annotators exhibit only fair
agreement, indicating that ACAP is a difficult problem even for human beings.

3 DATASETS

News articles and their comments were collected between 2015 and 2017 from
Google News [11]. The dataset has over 19K articles with 9M comments. For
this study, we chose five news outlets that are representative of the problem at
hand. The dataset contains articles and comments with a broad range of lengths
and different number of comments. This data allows us to test the behavior of
the proposed models under varied settings. Table 1 (A) shows the statistics of
datasets.
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Table 1. (A) Statistics by outlet. We randomly selected 1K article-comments pairs
from each outlet and labeled them. ALA is the articles’ average length and ALC is
average comments’ length, measured by number of words. (B) Classes proportions for
each dataset. Outlets are sorted based on total number of available articles per outlet.

Outlet
(A) Dataset Statistics

#Art. #Comm. ALA ALC
FN 0.3K 72K 250 22
TG 1.6K 428K 797 54
MW 1.7K 65K 512 42
WSJ 3.6K 309K 164 57
DM 10K 1, 012K 487 28

(B) Classes proportion
Relevant Same Ent. Same Cat. Irrelevant

3% 21% 29% 47%
5% 39% 32% 24%
7% 51% 20% 22%
8% 25% 34% 33%
15% 17% 20% 48%

3.1 Labeling

We discard all articles without comments. We randomly select 1K article-comment
pairs from each outlet. Then, annotators manually and independently label the
pairs in four classes: Relevant, Same Entities, Same Category, and Irrelevant.
Relevant class - the content of the comment discusses the same matter as the
article. Same Entities class - the comment is not directly relevant, however, it
mentions the same main entities within the same scope (category) of the arti-
cle. For example, the article talks about a Real Madrid - F.C. Barcelona game,
mentioning Ronaldo’s performance in the game, and the comment talks about
Ronaldo’s best goal in the Portuguese team. Same Category class - comment in
this class is not discussing the article, but it falls into the same category as the
article. For example, both comment and article are discussing politics. Irrelevant
class - a comment is in this class if it does not belong to any other class.

Figure 1 shows labeled examples of each class from WSJ. First column is
part of the article; second column has four comment examples, each example
represent a different class. The article in the table discusses Hillary Clinton’s
email story that came out before the 2016 U.S. election. The first comment
is Relevant, the second comment does not discuss the main issue, however, it
mentions some of the entities discussed in the article within the category of the
article (politics). Hence, its class is Same Entities. The third comment does not
refer to any named entity from the article, but it discussed another political
issue. Thus, its class is Same Category. In the last comment, the user believes
that he looks like Joe Friday. This has no connection with the article, therefore,
the comment is deemed Irrelevant.

To obtain labeled instances, we asked three native English speakers, who
were not involved in problem modeling nor solving it, to annotate the article-
comments pairs. We provide them with the following information: 1) an article-
comment pair without the surrounding context (i.e., the parent and child com-
ments), and 2) the four label categories with an explanation and an example for
each of them. Each pair receives 3 labels, one from each annotator. We assign
the final label using an averaging aggregation scheme. We map Irrelevant, Same
Category, Same Entity, and Relevant to 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. We average
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Fig. 1. Labeling example, entities are colored. The article category is politics.

the (users) scores per pair and round to the nearest integer, which becomes the
label of the pair. For example, a pair x-y receives the score 1, 1, and 2 will have a
label 1, which corresponds to “Same Category”. Table 1 (B) shows the propor-
tion of each class per outlet. We also binarize labels, by assigning 0 to Irrelevant
comments, and 1 to rest of the labels .

3.2 User Agreement Study

ACAP is not an easy task, uing Fleiss Kappa statistic and Krippendorff’s alpha
coefficient we compare the agreement between annotators. Fleiss Kappa statistic
[18] calculates agreement between multiple scorers as in Equation 1. The inter-
pretation of Kappa value is,< 0 is poor agreement, [0.01,0.20]= slight agreement,
[0.21,0.40]= fair agreement, [0.41,0.60]= Moderate agreement, [0.61,0.80]= sub-
stantial agreement, and [0.81,1.00]= perfect agreement.

FK =

∑N
i=1

∑k
j=1 v

2
ij −Nm

Nm(m− 1)
(1)

To account for the error magnitude that a scorer makes, we use Krippendorff’s
alpha coefficient [19], this statistic consider the distance between labels given by
multiple scorers as in equation 2. α ∈ [0, 1], where 0= random scoring, and 1=
perfect scoring.

α = 1−
(n− 1)

∑
i

∑
j oij ∗ δ

2
ij∑

i

∑
j vi ∗ vj ∗ δ2ij

(2)

Table 2 gives the agreement scores between annotators per dataset. We no-
ticed that labeling WSJ is the hardest. The raters’ agreement is “Fair” for WSJ,
TG, DM, and MW and “Moderate” for FN, based on Fleiss Kappa. The Krip-
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pendorff’s score2 is between 42% and 66% across outlets. Results indicate the
difficulty of assigning a category for comments in general.

Table 2. Agreement analysis for annotators labels.

Dataset WSJ TG DM MW FN

Fleiss Kappa 0.22 0.36 0.37 0.40 0.45
Krippendorff’s α 0.42 0.60 0.61 0.64 0.66

4 Methods

4.1 BERTAC Model - Joint Modeling of Article and Comments

BERTAC leverages BERTbase architecture, which allows us to learn more ex-
pressive embeddings for articles and comments. To solve ACAP we combine an
article and its comment into a pair of segments and separate them with the
special token [SEP]. Our goal is to make use of BERT’s self-attention mecha-
nism and bidirectional cross attention in an end-to-end fashion to encode the
relevance between an article and its comments. One challenge in this setting
is that of determining the length (in words) of the input segments that allow
the network architecture to encode useful article-comment relations. We explore
multiple lengths for each dataset based on the average length of the articles.

4.2 BA-BC Model - Disjoint Modeling of Article and Comments

Our problem consists of two main parts. The first part is the article, where the
language is formal and usually formed of long sequences. The second part is
the comment, where comments are often written in informal language and con-
sist of short sequences. We explore if a mixture of different pre-trained models
can better solve ACAP, we call it BA-BC shown in Figure 2. The model con-
sists of two stages. The first stage Fine-tune on News has two sides: (BA) is a
BERTbase architecture trained and fine-tuned on articles; the second side (BC)
is a BERTweet architecture trained and fine-tuned on comments. BERTweet is
a pre-trained model proposed by [7] and trained on English Tweets, the underlie
architecture is RoBERTa [35]. Their results show that BERTweet outperform
RoBERTabase and XLM-Rbase [2] in many tasks.

In the second stage, Classification stage, the output from the first stage is
fed into a fully-connected layer with a ReLU non-linearity. To get full advantage
of pre-trained models, we designed two versions of BA-BC. The first is called
BC-BA-Emb, where the output from the Fine-tune on News stage contains the

2 Calculted by http://dfreelon.org/utils/recalfront/recal-oir/ software using ordinal
setting
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Fig. 2. BA-BC Model for ACAP

Embeddings created by both sides without seeing any training examples from
our datasets. The second model, called BC-BA-Fine-tune, is additionally fine-
tuned in the Fine-tune on News stage. Left-side (BA) is fine-tuned on articles
and labels and right-side (BC) is fine-tuned on comments and labels. Then, last
hidden state of fine-tuned parts is sent to the second, Classification stage.

4.3 Ordinal Classification Loss

We introduce the ordinal classification loss, which accounts for the distance
between the predicted class and the actual class. Here, we multiply the loss for
each example with a weight that is calculated according to equation 3, where
k = 4 (number of classes), yi is the actual label and ȳi is the predicted label of
the example.

weight = 1 +
|ȳi − yi|
k − 1

(3)

If the algorithm chooses the right class, the weight is 1, so the loss is equal to
original loss for correct prediction. If the model predicts a wrong category, the
classification loss is multiplied by 2, 3, or 4 based on the distance between the
real class and predicted class. The proposed loss depends on both the difference
between the predicted class and the correct class, and the softmax error during
predicting the actual category. We incorporated the proposed loss into BERTAC
and compare it to original loss in Section 6.4.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

5.1 Environment

We run BERTAC, BA-BC, and Siamese LSTM models on four large nodes with
512 GB of DDR4 2400MHz RAM. Each of those machines has two sockets with
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Intel Xeon E5-2667 v4 3.2GHz processors, and every node contains two NVIDIA
Tesla P100 PCIe 12GB GPUs and SSDs as local hard drives. Since doc2vec ex-
periments are less computationally expensive, we run them on a 64-bit processor,
Intel Core i7-6700 CPU @ 2.60 GHz with four cores and 16.0 GB RAM.

5.2 Model evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the models, we use both simple and weighted
accuracy since our labels are ordinal. With simple accuracy metric, which is
calculated as the percent of correct predictions, predicting 0 or 2 for label 3 are
counted as equal mistakes. Instead, we use weighted accuracy to calculate error
by summing the absolute difference between predicted class s̃i and ground truth
s̄i. Model’s error on a dataset is calculated by dividing that error by the number
of examples and max difference D between predicted classes. This constant is 3
in the given multi-class settings. The following formula computes the weighted
accuracy, where m is the number of examples:

WACC = 1−
∑m

i=1 |s̃i − s̄i|
mD

(4)

For all supervised models, experiments are repeated five times on different
randomized split of labeled data. The dataset is split into 70:20:10 ratio for
training, testing, and cross-validation, respectively. We report the mean and
standard deviation.

5.3 Comparison models

A key challenge in solving ACAP is to establish a similarity of article-comment
pair that is indicative of the relevance of the comment to the message of the
article. We seek models that can learn long text representations using context
and capitalize on the sequential nature of words in a comment. Besides, a model
has to be able to embed two types of sequences: articles, which follow formal
language, and comments, which may follow colloquial language.

Doc2vec is the first baseline. Since it is unsupervised we use all data, com-
ments, and articles available in each outlet to learn the documents embedding.
We learn separate embeddings per outlet to account for the linguistic style ac-
commodations and other biases across outlets [4]. Then, we calculate the cosine
similarity score for all labeled pairs and assign a class for each pair based on
the rules written below. A represents articles, and C represents comments. We
experiment with thresholds in increments of 0.1. The ones used below give the
best performance:

f(Ai, Ci) =


0, if cos(Ai, Ci) ≤ 0.4

1, otherwise, if cos(Ai, Ci) ≤ 0.6

2, otherwise, if cos(Ai, Ci) ≤ 0.8

3, otherwise.

The second baseline is Siamese LSTM, which consists of two LSTM that learn
representations of articles and comments in separate modules. On top of these
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modules, there is a joint loss computation module, which computes the similarity
between vectors and uses a dense layer to predict the label. Following [17], we use
the Manhattan distance to calculate the similarity for an article-comment pair.
We utilize a sparse categorical cross-entropy with a softmax activation function.

BA-BC: To produce the vector representation of articles and comments two
main steps are required, embeddings and classifications. In BA-BC-Emb model
each side learns the embeddings by fine-tuning on articles and comments, re-
spectively, in an unsupervised manner (without using labels). However, for BA-
BC-Fine-tune, each side is fine-tuned on articles and comments in a supervised
way (using their associated labels). Later on, the vector representation of the
last hidden layer is injected into the classification stage. The Fine-tune on News
stage is repeated for 3 epochs and the final representation is fed into the Clas-
sification stage, in which cross-entropy with a softmax activation function is
applied as a loss. The classification stage is repeated for 300 epochs.

BERTAC: We leverage BERTbase where it consists of 12 layers, hidden layer
size is 768, number of self-attention heads is 12, and the total number of parame-
ters is 110M. BERTAC is trained in two modes, cased and uncased, where letter
casing is considered in the first while all letters are converted to small letters in
the later. We trained the model for 6 epochs.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We study the complexity of this problem. In addition, we thoroughly study the
multi-class datasets by employing and analyzing multiple models and evaluation
measures to understand their behavior and identify the ones that better capture
the semantic between an article and its comments. We also analyze the effect of
the proposed Ordinal Classification Loss.

6.1 Binary versus Multiclass ACAP

To characterize the complexity of our problem we compare a binary dataset and
multiclass dataset using BERTAC. In Table 3, we can see that the model maximal
performance is around 92% when the problem is binary. The accuracy drops
between 13%−23% when we have 4 classes. Even though having multiple classes
helps people understand the relationship between an article and its comments
better, it becomes harder for a model to capture the semantics and knowledge
that is needed to distinguish some labels.

6.2 Models Comparisons on Multiclass ACAP

As shown in Figure 3, performance of Doc2Vec is the worst among all mod-
els, despite training on much larger corpus of unsupervised data. Siamese LSTM
accuracy exceeds Doc2Vec with a boost between 1%- 27%. BA-BC-Emb and BA-
BC-Finetune outperform Siamese LSTM, the current SOTA for this problem.
Both have an increase of 4%- 17% in accuracy and 2%- 4% in weighted accuracy
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Table 3. Test accuracy (in %) for BERTAC. The B row represents binary dataset and
M row represents multiclass dataset. The average test accuracy of 5 experiments is
reported with standard deviation.

Model Dataset FN TG MW WSJ DM

BERTAC
B 88.30(1.42) 92.45(1.45) 88.64(2.50) 85.07(0.97) 90.46(1.75)
M 75.60(1.81) 74.58(6.49) 75.26(4.52) 63.17(2.44) 67.36(3.46)

over Siamese LSTM. When we compare BA-BC-Emb and BA-BC-Finetune we
observe that they achieve similar performance. BERTAC however outperforms in
both metrics all other models across all datasets when trained with the original
loss function. In addition, we experiment with increasing the number of train-
ing points by merging the datasets. We note that increasing training examples
does not improve any of the proposed models over BERTAC, which aligns with
our hypothesis that BERTAC can outperform other models using only a small
number of training examples.

Our experimental design is such that the number of articles varies between
300 and 10, 000 across outlets as shown in Table 1. However, we label a fixed
number of random outlet-comments. Therefore, the chance of selecting multiple
comments for a single article is much larger at FN, TG and MW compared to
WSJ and DM. A higher average accuracy is obtained on FN, TG and MW than
on WSJ and DM. This suggests that when the model is trained on the same
article with different comments and labels it can learn the pattern and predict
the correct labels more accurately.

Fig. 3. The average test accuracy of 5 experiments (in %) for all models. (a) shows the
accuracy results and (b) shows the weighted accuracy given by Equation 4.

6.3 Weighted versus Un-Weighted Accuracy

Comparing the outcomes of the algorithms on the weighted and unweighted ac-
curacy, we note that their relative performance is unchanged: the model that has
the lowest unweighted accuracy has the smallest weighted accuracy performance
as well. The same relation stands for the highest results. There are a couple
of explanations for this outcome. First, it suggests that, most of the wrongly
classified instances are mixed with its neighboring classes. Second, it indicates a
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proportional number of stronger misclassifications (where the distance between
the actual and predicted category is larger than 1) is present across news outlets.

The analysis of weighted accuracy helps to gain additional insight into the
models and the problem hardness. For instance, by comparing the weighted and
unweighted accuracy scores, we get a better idea of how well a model learns,
since it accounts for the strength of the error, penalizing more the mistakes on
harder examples. We observe a large gap between accuracy and weighted ac-
curacy results, where the error is between 2 or 3 times smaller in most cases.
This indicates that when a model misclassifies an example, often, the model pre-
dicts one of the neighboring classes to the correct class. For example, in WSJ,
Doc2Vec’s accuracy = 44.41% which is higher than of Siamese LSTM ’s accu-
racy = 34.81%. However, the weighted accuracy shows the opposite: Doc2Vec’s
accuracy = 76.88% and Siamese LSTM ’s accuracy = 77.60%. This indicates
that Siamese LSTM is able to understand the problem better and address the
natural order of the classes during training.

6.4 Ordinal Classification Loss

We designed this experiment to investigate the effect of the ordinal loss on
BERTAC. We hypothesize that BERTAC trained with the proposed ordinal loss
will outperform the original loss.

We find that proposed ordinal loss has no significant advantage compared to
original loss, where both losses have similar performance. To better understand
this problem we investigate those instances where the annotators highly agree
with each other in the labeling task: σ between the annotators’s labels is either
0, which means that they all agree, or 0.5, which means that only one annotator
disagree, with difference of 1 and this does not affect the final label after aggregat-
ing the annotators labels. We call this the high agreement experiment indicated
by BERTAChigh in Figure 4. On the other hand, the low agreement experiment
indicated by BERTAClow, which contains only examples where σ between the
annotators’ labels, is higher than 0.5. We find that for some datasets BERTAClow

accuracy is slightly higher than BERTACall and BERTAChigh. However, look-
ing into the high σ we can see that the model is not consistent compared to
BERTAChigh, and the number of examples are much fewer that BERTACall.
Analyzing the original and ordinal losses for BERTAChigh, where annotators
highly agree with each other, we find that the proposed ordinal loss is higher but
not significantly. The improvement in accuracy is between 1%−5% and 1%−3%
in the weighted accuracy. However, if we study the behavior across the models,
we can see that ordinal loss behaves somehow differently across experiments. For
examples in Figure 4, we can see that both BERTAChigh and BERTAClow agree
that ordinal loss is equal or better than original, where BERTACall disagree.
This brings the following question: if the model were capable to vote for the best
possible prediction from different model would this improve results?

To answer the previous question, we calculate the average vote prediction
from different models in order to obtain the best prediction. We consider the
predictions from BERTAC uncased trained with ordinal loss and original loss,
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Fig. 4. The Guardian average test accuracy of 5 experiments (a) show the accuracy
results and (b) weighted accuracy. The subscript beside BERTAC indicates the exper-
iment type, where all= trained on all labeled examples were used, high= trained on
examples with high agreement score, and low= trained on examples with low agreement
score.

and BERTAC cased trained ordinal loss. Table 4 shows that the voting system
improves the results with respect to accuracy and standard division.

Table 4. Accuracy results in % for BERTAC trained with ordinal loss (BERTACord)
and BERTAC trained with different settings and losses (BERTACvote).

Model FN TG MW WSJ DM

BERTACord 75.08(4.19) 74.78(5.15) 71.08(3.47) 64.45(3.36) 68.42(1.49)

BERTACvote 76.73 (2.15) 76.00 (6.16) 74.00 (3.40) 64.00 (2.77) 69.02 (1.87)

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we define the article-comment alignment problem (ACAP) and
propose an effective approach to predict the level of relatedness between a
comment and an article. We compare Doc2Vec, Siamese LSTM, BA-BC, and
BERTAC models and study the performance improvement across them. The
results reported in this work show that a joint modeling of article-comments,
i.e., BERTAC, is able to capture a deeper level of semantic relatedness between
comments and news articles, and help predict better the relevance level of a
comment to the content of an article than the current state-of-the-art and other
proposed methods.

Even though accuracy values are close, detailed analysis shows that BERTAC
trained with proposed ordinal loss perform better than BERTAC on the orig-
inal BERT loss. With the proposed loss, we can identify common mistakes by
annotators and potentially use them to improve the performance of downstream
applications, which we will explore in the future.
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